
Sustainable Development Impacts

The J.B. Hunt Intermodal project reduces the number of semi-trucks on the highway, resulting in lower air
emissions, improved highway safety, and less wear and tear on roads. By leading the way for other
logistics companies, the project shows that it is feasible to move goods in a more environmentally
responsible way.

The project promotes the responsible transport of goods in this era of e-commerce that has exponentially
increased the amount of goods shipped. Keeping trucks off the highway for long distances reduces traffic,
keeps passengers safer, and reduces wear and tear on roads.

The project reduces the emissions of greenhouse gases from the transport of each item that uses intermodal
freight by 50%. The resulting lifetime project emission reductions are over 9 million metric tons.

J.B .  HUNT
TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY PROJECT

ACROSS THE UNITED STATES

Project Type: Intermodal Transportation Project Standard: Canadian Standards Association

In January of 2000, J.B. Hunt created J.B. Hunt Intermodal (JBI), a new business segment focused solely on
growing and improving the efficiency of its intermodal operations. Intermodal freight transport utilizes the
most efficient aspects of truck and rail modes; freight trains carry cargo over long distances and trucks move
the loads between rail terminals and the cargo’s origin or destination. The new JBI business model is to make
intermodal transport a viable option for more shippers by increasing speed and reliability. To accomplish this,
JBI invested significant capital in infrastructure build-out and overcame obstacles such as longer shipping times
for customers. JBI has been successful at substantially reducing the greenhouse gas emissions per shipment,
while also taking trucks off congested highways and reducing other pollutants attributable to local air quality.
Offsets are verified on a state-by-state basis to quantify reductions achieved in each state.
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